With the intensification of the global climate anomalies, carbon dioxide has become an increasing concern as the major cause of global warming. Levying carbon tax is not only the economic mean to combat global warming, but also one of the important strategies to implement energy conservation and the sustainable development. The paper describes the necessity of levying carbon tax and progress of carbon tax at home and abroad, and then analyzes the impact of introduction of tax based on Tax Economics from micro and macro level. Finally, puts forward corresponding countermeasures.
It is the necessity of coping with international carbon tariffs
To achieve the "carbon trade protectionism" and "carbon trade discrimination" , the United States levied carbon tariffs. Therefore, levying carbon tax in Ch ina has two positive effects: on the one hand, carbon tax can pro mote Ch ina's enterprises conserving energy and reducing emission, so that emission reductions below the level of the import ing country in the same industry to avoid being lev ied tariffs. On the other hand, the prohibition of double taxation under the WTO principle makes the United States carbon tariff could not be implemented.
It is the necessity of perfecting china's environment tax revenue system
At present, there are taxes related to environmental protection such as resources tax and consumption tax, but for the environ ment, control efforts are weak, so the effect is not good . Carbon tax as an independent environmental tax can increase the control efforts on carbon dioxide emissions, made up of lacking of resources tax and consumption tax, while levying carbon tax reduc ed some of the d istortion taxes, thereby improving and enhancing the tax structure.
The progress of levying carbon tax both in China and other countries

The progress of international levying carbon tax
At present, there are many countries have implemented carbon tax or energy tax policy such as Finland, Den mark, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Germany and Canada and other countries. In 1990, Finland took the lead in the establishment of a global carbon tax to rep lace inco me tax and service tax. In 1991, Norway levied carbon tax for 65% o f all carbon dio xide emissions. In 1991, Sweden began to levy carbon tax, during 1987 and 1994, the Swedish carbon dio xide emissions reduced 600-800 million tons, down 13% overall. In 1993, Den mark began to levy carbon tax for industries and families. In 1999, Germany began to levy carbon tax for vehicle fuel, natural gas and electricity, and taxes were used to replenish the emp loyee pension. In 2001, the United Kingdom lev ied 15% additionally because of the Climate Change, which, for co mmercial and public sector standards of taxation subject on energy costs. 0.3% of income tax revenue returned to the emp loyer's national insurance accounts, part of which for the re-investment in energy efficiency and conservation technology. In 2008, the Canadian province of British Co lu mbia (BC) became the first region to levy carbon tax from the final consumer in North American. 
Policies and regulations of Chinese carbon tax
Impacts of Carbon Taxes in China
Impact on the Micro
The micro effects brought by carbon tax are mainly three aspects, which are producers, consumers and investors. And the effects include inco me and substitution effects. The following is specific analysis for impacts on producer, consumer and investment.
Firstly, it is undeniable that in the prophase of levying tax, carbon tax would adversely affect the business. It means increasing the production costs as long as levying tax. Chart 1 is about producer's income effect caused by levying tax. The income effect of taxat ion on producers is main ly reflected in: Govern ment takes part of the enterprises' income through levying carbon tax, thus reducing the available resources of enterprises, which causes the final output reduced. Chart one shows that, levying carbon tax reduce the available resources, thus their production possibility curve may be moved fro m PPF1 to PPF2, which made the number of p roducts drop fro m a1a2 to a1 * a2 *. The impacts are two aspects: one is change in output, if there are not enough available resources, corporate production will sharply decline; the se cond is the sustainable development of enterprises . If the government levies carbon tax rates too high, making the lowest point above enterprises' average variable cost curve, enterprises will abandon producing or even apply for bankruptcy. Therefore, carbon tax on producers depends on the degree of tax rates.
Secondly, the impact on consumers is main ly passed on about business taxes. Supply and demand elasticity is the most fundamental factor to determine wh ich level of the tax passed on. In general, under the same conditions the greater elasticity of demand, the fewer proportion of buyers to pay taxes whereas the greater proportion of taxes paid. People have s mall elasticity of demand for coal, but have greater elasticity of demand for natural gas and refined oil. The final result is producers and consumers jointly undertake the tax, but obviously tax burden of enterprises is greater than the residents. Chart 2 shows that, before levying tax, the supply curve and the demand curve intersect to a point E, equilib riu m price is P0. After government levying tax the industry supply curve changes fro m S to S *. The revenue T equals to the amount of producers ' declined price p lus consumers ' raised prices, diagram P1E * BP2 is the total carbon tax levied by the government, in which d iagram P1P0A E * means the taxes consumers bear, while P0P2BA part is undertook by producers.
Thirdly, the main impact on investment comes fro m returns. Tax on business investment plays an important role in decision-making. Different levels of risk in project are asked to different return rate on investment. The impact of carbon tax on investment is main ly in carbon finance, such as through green financial attracting foreign investment. Industrial Bank in January 2009 established the specialized business of sustainable financial institutions the sustainable financial center. The Ban k is responsible for energy efficiency financing, carbon finance and environmental finance and other areas of business management and product marketing. In June 2010, M insheng Bank of China set up a "green business financial service center" in Beijing. Its focus located in the national industrial policy to encourage energy-saving environmental protection, new energy, low-carbon industry and other fields, aiming to develop low carbon forms of financial innovation products. Therefore, levy ing carbon tax ma kes investors more concerned about the environmental protection industry and also widened the financial institutions in raising capital of low-carbon finance. 
Impact on the Macro
Firstly, impact on economic develop ment. Theoretically, carbon tax may slow down the speed of China's economic g rowth to some extent. But the Director o f Energy Research Institute of the National Develop ment and Reform Co mmission, who is called Jiang Kejun said that the carbon tax on the whole is limited to GDP, the highest is about 0.45%. Gao Pengfei (2002) considered that carbon tax will lead to GDP loss larger, but there is an optimal tax rate. If tax rate is high, the effect of reduction is no longer significant, and GDP loss increased dramatically at the same time . Secondly, impact on inco me distribution. Tax is defined as a form that countries in order to meet public needs of society using public power law and tax instruments to distribute and redistribute the national income and product mandatory and free to obtain financial. Its main purpose is to distribute and redistribute the national income and product to narrow the gap between the rich and poor. Carbon tax income may be distributed to minimu m earners by means of transferring payment or through controlling the taxpayers' actual money purchasing power to adjusting income distribution, and finally achieve the purpose of improving the whole social income distribution.
Suggestions of Completing Levying Carbon Tax
Design carbon tax system reasonably
Firstly, determine the object and scope of levying carbon tax flexib ly. Cu rrently, the NDRC and the Ministry of Finance presented the scope of levying carbon tax clearly that is during producing, operating and liv ing, there are direct emissions of carbon dio xide to the natural environment due to consumption of fossil fuels, and the taxpayers are main ly companies and indiv iduals who use coal, oil, gas and other fossil fuel. But in the actual process, there is still a gap between predict ion and reality; it should be treated flexib ly, not across the board. Secondly, develop a reasonable rate. Fro m theory, there is an optimal carbon tax rate. Fro m the financial inco me perspective, government taxes make private available resources reduced and have a negative impact on economic gro wth. Fro m financial expenditures, the government provides public goods improving the operating environment o f the private sector and its efficiency of resource allocation. Therefo re, tax has a negative effects on financial inco me and positive effects on financial expenditure. In view of this, the paper recommend the following two points : First, assure the reasonable carbon tax rate to min imize the negative impact that is ab le to maximize reflect the marginal cost of emission carbon dioxide; second, the tax rate should take the macroeconomic and industry competitiveness into account. At the same time, carbon tax rate should be different for different groups. Thirdly, make fu ll use of tax redistribution. Most of the levied carbon tax will be the central tax. On the one hand, after entering into the state treasury, it is used for the livelihood of the people and infrastructure construction, which can also reduce other costs of business. On the other hand, carbon tax can subsidy part of the low carbon technology companies and low inco me groups to slow down the adverse impact.
Choose a correct way to levy carbon tax
Firstly, carry out a progressive tax rate. Levying carbon tax is presented in 2009 in Ch ina. Although scholars began to research it much earlier, the time of the real consciousness of public is very short. Therefore, in the prophase, carbon tax should be set to a low level and be lev ied step by step, gradually transiting to the optimal rate aiming to slow down the impact of carbon tax and raise awareness of the acceptance level. Secondly, abide by the principle of tax neutrality. In the process of levying carbon tax, we can consider various tax reforms, which in turn provide space for carbon tax to ensure levying carbon tax revenue under the neutral principle. Learn fro m international experience, we can choose alternative tax rebates and tax substitution, to reduce the negative impact on national economy and u ltimately access to environmental effects and income distribution effects. Third ly, coordinate the relat ionship between related taxes. We should consider the relationship between carbon tax and other taxes; avoid levying double taxation on the same object and conflicts. Associated with the carbon tax are energy taxes, emission taxes and environ mental taxes. These taxes are cross-lin ked, but there is a co mmon point that they all can levy fossil fuels tax. Therefore, the country should adjust scope of related energy taxes after crystallizing levied scope and reasonably collect.
Perfect the supporting measures of levying carbon tax
Firstly, strengthen the coordination of the management. Since levying carbon tax is d ifficu lt involving many sectors, it requires the tax authorities , energy sector, transport sector, environmental protection department and other depart ments to establish a condominiu m system to ensure the carbon tax levy ing work proceed smoothly. Secondly, strengthen the propaganda of carbon tax. For many groups involved in levying carbon tax, it is necessary to make the group recognize the need of levying carbon tax and their responsibility to pay the carbon tax. Strengthening the propaganda of carbon tax can help improve the degree of awareness and support of carbon tax to guarantee levying carbon tax smoothly.
develop carbon emissions trading vigorously
Lee (2008) put forward that "Although carbon taxes have a negative impact on GDP, it can pull GDP growth with emission trading." In 2008, China established three environmental rights trading institutions that are Beijing Environment Exchange, Shanghai Environ ment and Energy Exchange and Tianjin Emission Exchange. They provide a platform for Ch ina's carbon emissions trading. In the current economic structure, there are two effects of introducing carbon emissions trading scheme: first, energy, mining and other large enterprises can depend on carbon trading mechanisms to sell carbon dioxide emission fro m technical innovation to mit igate the rising costs brought fro m carbon dio xide emissions. It can compensate for the carbon tax to enable enterprises to develop in the direct ion towards to low carbon. Second, carbon emissions trading market can improve the low-carbon investment to develop the carbon finance market and open up new areas for investment.
Conclusions
China is still in the late stages of heavy industry when the use of coal accounts for large proportion of the energy structure and clean energy technologies to be improved further. Therefore, carbon tax as part of our tax system has become a necessity. Currently, levying carbon tax is both an opportunity and a challenge to china and should consider all to find the key point between negative effects and positive impact.
